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Introduction

Since ancient times, people have been settling near rivers that were used for water
supply, irrigation, wastewater disposal and. in the case of larger rivers, as a navigable
waterway, as a border or line of defense. On the one hand, the suspended matters of
the rivers fertilized the temporarily inundated land during floods, and, on the other
hand, floods could endanger the people living in the flood-prone area. Thus, the two
main issues of hydraulic engineering (building structures for the use of water and
protection against the water) remain an everlasting challenge.

As natural rivers are wide, meandering and not very deep, they were often accom-
panied by large wetlands and bends that were able to store water during floods.
Inundations of these areas were a normal process without hazards and damages
because these can only occur in a man-made environment. Later the river-near land
was needed and used for settlement and economic activities so that an inundation
could cause damages and the area had to be flood-protected. Reducing the inundation
area could cause a reduction of the retention effect so that floods with less reduced
peaks were able to pass.

The Lobezská Louka Site

The rivers Úhlava, Úslava (65.7 km), Radbuza, and Mže have their confluence in or
near Plzen (Pilsen) to form the river Berounka, which is a left tributary of the Vltava
(Moldau) with the junction upstream of the city of Prague. The Lobezská Louka
(meadow) area at the Úslava river in the city of Plzen was an unmanaged green
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overgrown with wild tree seedlings and with occasional illegal dumps. The area of
the original wetlands was split into lots with several owners, who were following
different interests with their estates.

In the addressed chapter, the authorsMacháč andLouda report on this area in Plzen
that was given back to the Úslava river. By doing so, wetlands with a nature-near
state were restored to improve the possibilities for recreation, biological diversity
and flood protection.

Hydraulic Aspects of Wetland Retention

In order to understand flood routing and protection, one must know that the flow in
every river or channel is subjected to a small peak reduction, which is caused by
the different hydraulic gradients of the coming and leaving flood wave (Bornschein
and Pohl 2017). This brings a higher propagation celerity of the flood wavefront
and a slower velocity on the reverse side of the wave. If a considerable cut of the
peak is desired or needed, large storage volumes are required that should be gated
additionally so that the storage is not filled before the arrival of the flood peak.

In the presented case, this means that the estimated mean flow of 1.5 m3/s can
be stored for 1–2 h assuming a storage of 8000 m3. A 100-year-flood with a peak
of more than 200 m3/s will not be retarded or reduced by the recreated wetlands
because the flood wave volume of some million cubic meters will fill the storage
area completely within only a few minutes, long before the peak arrives. The above
numbers are only estimations because they were not given in the original paper
and not available from the online catchment basin information (rivers.raft.cz/cechy/
uslava.aspx). Considering the relative large catchment area of more than 90 km2,
they might be still underestimated.

Figure 14.1 shows example hydrographs of a small flood (say 2-yr flood) and a
large flood (say 100-yr flood) in comparison. All areas in the chart indicate water
volumes because the vertical diagram axis represents the discharge and the horizontal
axis depicts the time. It is visible that, for the small event, a peak reduction is possible,
whereas, for the large event, a controlled storage is required. Onlywhen its inlet gates
are opened at point P the expected peak reduction can be reached.

Often it is postulated that a couple of small protectionmeasures are better than one
largemeasure.As the economic andhydraulic efficiencydepends onmany influences,
it cannot be said without profound analysis of each particular case whether one large
or several smaller flood protection measures will bring the better effect. However, it
can be said that every measure to revitalize an industrial wasteland or not used urban
“grey” area will be a facelift for the city as well as a step towards a nature-near river
situation.

In this analysis, many input values have to be estimated or adopted from other
case studies. From this fact, a considerable uncertainty of the results arises. Another
issue is the comparison of values with different dimensions because not all relevant
quantities or qualitative properties can be converted to monetary values that can be

http://rivers.raft.cz/cechy/uslava.aspx
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Fig. 14.1 Effect of a small nature-based flood protection measure. Comparison of a small flood
(solid lines) and a large flood (dotted lines). Inflow hydrograph: black line, outflow: grey lines.
Hatched area: storage volume

expressed in terms of a currency. In such cases, a Pareto optimization may help to
indicate improving items without worsening of other items.

When speaking about NBS or non-structural methods, we must also consider that
these projects need a lot of construction work, at least during the phase of project
implementation, but in many cases also during its lifetime. Insofar these measures
are structural measures including earthwork, excavation, reinforcement of embank-
ments, building pathways and roads and in some cases also bridges, inlet/outlet
structures, and flood defences.

Conclusion

Small measures can only affect small floods. Nevertheless, they can help to reduce
the frequency of inundations downstream. In the present case with a retention storage
capacity of about 8000 m3, only protection against very frequent events might be
expected. When calculating costs and benefits, the main benefit in the Lobezská
Louka (meadow) area might not arise from the flood protection but from other effects
like restoration of the floodplain area, removal of illegal rubbish dumps, establishing
a recreation area for inhabitants, etc. (Dittmann et al. 2009).

The example of the Lobezka Louka demonstrates that it is possible to recreate an
urban area to become a wetland close to the assumed original situation before the
urban development. At this juncture, the cooperation of all stakeholders, including
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the landowners, is essential. This will allow land recycling instead of additional land
consumption.
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